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Due to the steady development and the reliable 
production of our various lift systems, we have 
acquired the status as pioneers in this field over 
the past half-century.
Hence, we are very proud that all of our platform 
lifts, lifting ramps, home lifts and vertical lifts 

correspond to the European Safety Standards 
and are TÜV certified. Thus we do not only of-
fer our customers special solutions, which are 
adapted to fit any architectural requirements 
and personal desires, but also great comfort and 
long-lasting reliability. 

Successful  
for 50 years

St. Peter a. W., 
Upper Austria

The king  
of lifts
We bring you rapidly to the top without  
complications with our flexible solutions which 
aim to meet individual personal needs and  
requirements.

Towards the sun 

From a range of different colours of var-
nishes to the adaption of the lift to meet 
constructional requirements, our in house 
technicians will uniquely assemble the 
desired product. We guarantee a pleasing 
appearance and a high-quality service that 
meet your expectations. 

A safe ride  
to the top
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Due to a sophisticated, hydraulic scissor lift system 
this platform lift GHB50 can load up to 2000 kg at a 
height of a maximum of 3 m. 

This system can be easily integrated into a wall-  
or glass shaft. Because of the high carrying capacity  
it is possible to integrate a lift door on the platform lift. 

This option has various advantages in specific in 
public areas, for handicapped people as well as for 
non-handicapped people. So, flexibility is limitless 
as we can fulfill all architectural requirements. 
Convince yourself of our examples of installation.

The powerful 
vertical lift 
with the focus 
on architecture 
and public 
buildings.

Optional accessories  
for additional comfort

Folding seat
To extend the platform lift to  
make the ride more enjoyable

Chassis lighting
Depending on the model your  
lift cage or shaft is equipped 
sufficiently with luminary.

Emergency facility
Optional there is the possibility  
of integrating a tethered or  
via GSM technique equipped  
telephone in the chassis.

maximum speed 
0,15 m/s

platform size 1500 x 1200 –  
special sizes on request

short installation 
time

maximum  
2000 kg load hydraulic drive

maximum lifting 
height 3 m

mains operation 
230V maximum 4 stops

Enjoy unlimited 
independence
Materials of highest quality, innovative 
technology, the pleasing and flexible 
designs guarantee highest comfort and 
reliable security of all our products.

Operation panel for  
vertical platform lifts
A fixed operation panel, 
which is connected with the 
chassis and has illuminated 
buttons makes a simple and 
intuitive operation possible.

Implementation  
according to individual  
requirements

Exterior instruction
Call or send your vertical lift 
to the desired position. 
Optional with Eurokey or 
lock type to your choice.

Implementation according to your wishes

It is our task to find for even complex situations a 
suitable upward mobility. With the help of a flexible 
modular construction system we can react fast and 
uncomplicatedly to nearly every situation. We are 
looking forward to new challenges. 

Hand-held remote control
Enables the lift to be 
controlled within close 
proximity.

Variable basket, cabin and shaft size
When having narrow space we adapt 
your construction individually to the 
available space circumstances.

Stainless steel implementation
By request all visible components can 
be made out of stainless steel.

Color choice
In a traffic white (RAL9016), stain-
less steel or in RAL colours at choice 
the lifting ramp is integrated in its 
environment.
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